Muslim Tour to Kazan
Destinations:
Kazan - Moscow
Duration:
4 days
_______________
Prices from:
495 USD per pax
in 20+1 group
Price includes:
Accommodation in 4*
hotel,
Guide services,
transfers upon the
program, entrance
fees, HB meal
Price excludes:
Air ticket, visa
services

Day 1
Welcome to Kazan - the capital of the Republic of Tatarstan, one of the largest and most
beautiful cities of Russia, which is on the list of UNESCO World Heritage cities. During your
way to the hotel, you will hear key travel info about the city and your future journey.
Day 2
Let the city introduce itself with its most famous sight – the Kremlin.
Kazan Kremlin is the unique complex of archaeological, historical and architectural
monuments that have arisen and have been functioning from the city’s founding to the present
day.
Visiting Temple of All Religions - the colorful mix of architectural styles culled from most of the
major world religions to create an uber-complex where all religions can come together in
harmony.
Enjoy lunch with a Tatar cuisine master class in a city restaurant followed by a nice walk
among the Bauman Street.
Night Kazan leaves a lasting impression. In these few hours you will see another Kazan, the
hushed and relaxed, and all the lights illumination of historical buildings. Panorama of the old
city in the night lights and reflection in the river Kazanka will not leave anyone indifferent.
Day 3
Tour to Bolgar city “Northern Mecca”
Bolgar State Historical and Architectural Reserve is the world's northernmost
medieval monument of Muslim architecture, the unique and the only model of the Bolgar-Tatar
architecture of the mid XIII-XIV centuries. It has no analogues in the world as a valuable
historical monument, testifying about the missing states (Volga Bolgar, the Golden Horde).
Lunch in Genghis Khan restaurant
Visiting of the White Mosque (Ak Mechet) – the modern monument of the Muslim architecture.
Visiting of the Museum of bread - an interactive museum of the history of agriculture and
bread production on the Tatarstan land from ancient times till 20th century.
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Day 4 Thursday
Visit the Staro-Tatarskaya Sloboda (literally “Old-Tatar Sloboda”), that preserves the
national atmosphere of the city. “Sloboda” was something like a colonial-type settlement
or an ethnic enclave in the Russian Tsardom.
Lunch
Transfer to Kazan Airport
Fly back home
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